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Home

Residential battery storage
The safest and most environmentally friendly energy storage.

Advantages & Highlights
of Saltwater Technology
+ The safest and most environmentally
friendly power storage
+ Non-flammable cell – not explosive
+ Maintenance-free
+ Ready to connect, Plug & Play
all-over storage system
+ Non-toxic materials
+ Environmentally friendly electrolyte based
on salt water
+ Made out of common, non-toxic
raw materials
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+
+
+
+

Safe to touch
100% deep discharge
Overloading not possible
Long system life, also in the state of deep
discharge and partial charge
+ Secure against vandalism
+ Wide operating temperature range
-5°C to +50°C
+ Transport as harmless goods – no ADR
(no hazardous goods)

GREENROCK

the Energy Storage with Energy Management System (EMS)

GREENROCK – The Saltwater Energy Storage
System, is an integrated power storage solution.
The saltwater battery based on environmentally
friendly materials is safe and maintenance-free.
Electricity produced by photovoltaic or wind
energy plants is stored and used during times when
the sun is not shining or in windless times. Even
without your own small power station, GREENROCK
(fed from the local power grid) can secure your
supply.
In case of power outages the battery offers back-up.
Important consumers, such as refrigerator, freezer,
alarm system, hot water boiler or others, stay
supplied.

For your

safety & our environment
GREENROCK is the safest and most environmentally
friendly stationary power storage solution. Unlike
conventional lithium-ion solutions, our company relies
on salt water technology. Non-flammable, non-explosive,
safe to touch and maintenance-free are some of the key
characteristics.
GREENROCK storage solutions are designed for private
homes and enterprises that want to optimize their
generated electric power and self consumption.

GREENROCK Home
10 kWh
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Product features
GREENROCK is a ready-to-install storage solution
that can be integrated into the most common
Smart Home systems (emergency power included
as standard solution and additional
off-grid function available).

 Safest and most environmentally







friendly power storage
Non-flammable & non explosive
Non-toxic materials
Maintenance-free
Designed for private homes
Optimizing your internal power
consumption
Tax incentives or subsidies possible

An App offers insights and statistic evaluation
of the energy flow. Electricians appreciate
the easy installation (it’s plug & play!). The
environmentally friendly salt water technology is
often eligible for tax credits and other financial
incentives.

Technical Information






Over 15 year’s life time
Capacity from 5 to 30 kWh
Modularly expandable
AC/DC coupling of PV system
Single phase & three phase







Emergency power and off-grid mode function
Temperature Range -5° to +50°C
Easy to install (Plug & Play)
Salt water technology
Developed & manufactured in Austria

I am from Austria
GREENROCK is developed by BlueSky
Energy, the Austrian specialist for
stationary storage solutions. Our storage
systems are assembled in Austria.
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The complete system
The Plug and Play system comes with pre-installed DC power electronics.
The entire system is fully assembled and simple to connect. Please see
pictures on page 11.

Interior view: complete system
with 20 kWh, single phase
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Salt Water Technology
To face the challenges of increasing energy consumption and increasing use of renewable energy, power
storage systems are needed. Reliability, safety, cost efficiency and sustainability are most important. We offer
the world‘s safest & most environmentally friendly salt water based battery. The batteries are self-contained
energy storage systems based on saltwater electrolyte. The Power storage is made out of common, non-toxic
raw materials and cost-saving production techniques. Saltwater batteries are maintenance-free and optimized
for daily deep discharge. Frequent partial charge and discharge cycles do not have any influence on the battery
lifetime.

Performance and operating Data
of the Battery - Tested at 25° C

Nominal Energy
Nominal Voltage
Voltage Range
Charging Profile
Usable depth of discharge (DOD)
Efficiency
Max. charge current
Max. discharge current
Operating temperature range
Storage temperature range
Life cycle

2,5 kWh
48 V
40 V – 59 V
CC, CV
100 %
88,5%
10 A
10 A
-5°C – +50°C
-5°C – +50°C
5000 cycles @
80% DOD

Physical characteristics
Height

960 mm

Width

313 mm

Depth

329 mm

Weight

140 Kg

Warranty

10 years acc. to warranty conditions

1800 mm

Construction

of a Saltwater Battery
960 mm

Stainless steel
Current collector: stainless
steel

Manganese oxide
Cathode: Manganese oxide

Fleece for separation
Synthetic divider

Carbon
Anode: carbon titanium
phosphate

Salt water
Electrolyte: Sodium ion water

This unique technology provides sustainability for the environment &

Size comparison:

a maximum of safety.

saltwater battery stack with 2.5 kWh
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Charging and
Discharging Process
In the course of charging, the electrical energy reaches the battery chemistry via a current
collector, thus the sodium ions migrate to the anode and settle in the anode grid.

Current collector

Cathode:
Manganese oxide

Sodium Ions

Battery is charging
Separator fleece

Electrolyte based on
aqueous sodium ions

Anode: Carbon
Titanium Phosphate
Current collector

While discharging, the process is
reversed. The sodium ions migrate
to the cathode, the electrical
energy flows from the battery
via the current collector to the
desired consumer.

Current collector

Cathode:
Manganese oxide

Sodium Ions

Battery is discharging
Separator fleece

Electrolyte based on
aqueous sodium ions

Anode: Carbon
Titanium Phosphate
Current collector
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System Diagrams
AC coupling
GREENROCK Home with public grid in internal
consumption optimisation with AC-coupled PV
(dotted line = AC-coupled stand-alone)

PV with Inverter

Grid

M
Purple
Blue
Green
Yellow
Grey

= Measurement
= RS485
= AC
= DC
= RS485
= www
= Delivery scope GREENROCK

With AC-coupled PV, standalone interconnection is
also possible

In the event of a power
failure, defined users
continue to be supplied
Regional electro-technical connection conditions and legal regulations are to be considered
separately!

DC coupling
GREENROCK Home with public grid in internal
consumption optimisation with DC-coupled PV

Grid

M
Purple
Blue
Green
Yellow
Grey
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= Measurement
= RS485
= AC
= DC
= USB
= www
= Delivery scope GREENROCK

In the event of a power
failure, defined users
continue to be supplied
Regional electro-technical connection conditions and legal regulations are to be considered
separately!

AC and DC Coupling
GREENROCK Home with public grid in internal
consumption optimisation with DC- and ACcoupled PV (dotted line = AC-coupled standalone)

PV with Inverter

Netz

= Measurement
M
Purple = RS485
Blue = AC
Green = DC
Orange = RS485
Yellow = USB
Grey = www
= Delivery scope GREENROCK

With AC-coupled PV, standalone interconnection is
also possible

In the event of a power
failure, defined users
continue to be supplied
Regional electro-technical connection conditions and legal regulations are to be considered
separately!

Island solution with DC coupling
GREENROCK Home with generator (without
public grid) with DC-coupled PV

Generator

M
Purple
Blue
Green
Yellow
Grey

= Measurement
= RS485
= AC
= DC
= USB
= www
= Delivery scope GREENROCK

In the event of a power
failure, defined users
continue to be supplied
Regional electro-technical connection conditions and legal regulations are to be considered
separately!
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Assembly:
simple & easy
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Examples for set-up

of GREENROCK single-phase and 3-phase
Singe-phase
& hybrid systems

One pcs. installation box (one inverter)

3-phase
incl. emergency backup & island mode
Two pcs. installation boxes (3 inverters)

5 kWh

7.5 kWh

10 kWh

12.5 kWh

15 kWh

20 kWh

25 kWh

30 kWh

2.5 kWh battery stack; 45 x 45 x 96 cm

DC Installation box; 45 x 90 x 90 cm
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Storing photovoltaic power
Why save electricity at all?
+
+
+
+
+
+

Increased self-consumption from the photovoltaic or wind turbine
Direct consumption of own environmentally friendly electricity
No risk regarding fluctuating feed-in tariffs offered by the network provider
Increased self-consumption lowers electricity costs from grid operator
No debate of origin (nuclear power, coal-fired power plants, ...)
Emergency power supply: fridge and freezer, alarm system, and much more
stay supplied
+ off-grd-compatible storage solutions - your own self-sufficient grid.
You have light when other homes remain dark in the street.

Energy flow during the day
(using a PV system with
energy storage)



Stromspeicher

Stromspeicher

Customized sizing of a photovoltaic storage system
Depending on local conditions and energy a power storage in the ratio 1: 1 to 1: 1.5 to the kWc power of the
PV system is recommended. A larger storage provides safety with increased consumption, more reserve in
case of power failure and is more durable. Example: PV system with 8 kWp – Photovoltaic storage with a size
between 8 to 12 kWh storage capacity.

How much does a battery
storage cost?
Depending on the size of the storage and the
electronics used, GREENROCK storage systems are
available from 800 EURO per kWh. The GREENROCK
storage system includes all electronics, such as
inverters, intelligent energy management system for
visualization and, if desired, emergency power or offgrid operation, excluding installation and taxes.
In Germany, Austria and Switzerland there are regional
subsidies for sustainable storage solutions available.
Your installer, energy specialist and we are happy to
advise you.
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Tip for comparing prices:
Make sure that necessary accessories,
such as inverters and energy management
system are included in the calculation.
GREENROCK is an all-over storage solution
and is delivered ready for installation.
Other manufacturers might offer battery
and necessary accessories separately like
inverter or energy management system.

Energy-Management-System (EMS)
GREENROCK Energy Management (EMS) assists:
+
+
+
+

To achieve independence from rising electricity prices.
To increase self-consumption, ie. less electricity purchase.
To achieve a high level of self-sufficiency, 98 % is feasible.
To use the electric power where it is produced.

GREENROCK Energy Management System provides control and access to:
+
+
+
+
+

Energy flow of photovoltaic
Energy flow of battery incl. visualization
Temperature monitoring
Energy flow of inverter including visualization
Overview of the energy balance (how many kWh were produced by the PV, how many kWh
were purchased, consumption balance)

Additional options, upgrades possible at any time:
Integration with heating element or water boiler
Integration with heat pump
Integration with E-charging-station

Wide scope of applications:
+ Integration of various producers (PV, wind power, thermal or diesel generator)
+ Clustering of multiple storage systems and control as off-Grid or micro-grid solution

Monitoring of PV and
alerting to failures

Operating GREENROCK – the salt
water energy storage leading
to power self-sufficiency

+ + +
+ + +

Managing and monitoring your system from
any location in the
world
Automatically turning
on devices if there is
enough photovoltaic
production

Controlling heating and block
heating plant and heating elements
as well as saving heating costs
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References

Multi-family house
in Austria

24 kWh grid-connected system for increased solar selfconsumption with emergency power function and off-grid
solution. An apartment building in Styria relies on solar
energy. The installed PV system supplies power for immediate
consumption, charges the saltwater batteries and supplies a hot
water tank. Distribution and accurate billing of self-generated
energy is ensured by digital electronics. The builders aim was to
save green electricity in a green technology.

“The project was born out of the idea to entirely supply
a multi-family house with solar energy. Generous
photovoltaic areas provide energy that is converted into
electricity and heat. The power storage serves as a buffer
when no sun is shining. The GREENROCK storage provides
us with an economical solution and maximum security.„
Paul Langmann, Langmann Consulting, Austria
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Home for five families in Austria
A shared home for five families relies exclusively
on sun power for its energy and heating supplies.
GREENROCK saltwater batteries are part of the
project. Instead of installing an expensive heating
system the house offers PV panels, battery
storage and modern infrared heating system.
Compared to conventional heating systems, this
solution pays for itself. The sun supplies for all
the energy needed - without sending monthly
invoices.

Family Home in Germany
A 12.5 kWh storage system is located under the cellar
stairs. „The more we informed ourselves, the clearer the
decision for a GREENROCK storage became for us. Our
house is the centre of our lives - we don‘t take any risks with
regard to flammable or poisonous materials and we focus
on safety“, says the owner of the house.

Off-grid-Home for a family of seven in Belgium
A family of seven built a very special house for their purpose
of living off-grid. They live in a glass house. The house has
10.8 kWp glass-integrated photovoltaic panels. A 20 kWh
GREENROCK battery storage provides for power supply during
the night hours and ensures that the residents can live off-grid
(without purchasing electricity from any grid operator).
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